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You will never enjoy
life unless you have a
positive image

“It is very difficult to enjoy life if you do not
have a Positive Image. Regardless of how
much power or money you can muster, if you
do not have a positive image you will not
enjoy life........Having a positive image is more
important than power or money....we have
witnessed so many politicians and
millionaires  who have never enjoyed life
because they never had a positive image....,,,,
.....Positive image is omnipotent ....”                     
Babak Emamian, BIBA Chairman, BIBA 128th 

BIBA 129th Meeting
BIBA is going back to New York to take part in
the 9th New York Persian Parade on  Sunday
15th April 2012 to promote US-UK Business
links, as well as highlighting the international
social utility of the NY Persian Parade.   

BIBA 128th Meeting
BIBA 128th Business Meeting was held on
Friday 10th Feb 2012 at London Hilton, Park
Lane. The Topic of Meeting was Linking UK-US
Businesses.

�International Business & Social Utility of New
York Persian Parade   
�Intellectual Edge of NYPP
�Breaking Taboo in New York   

BIBA Theme & Message at NYPP   
BIBA 128th Speakers from New York were

Founding members of New York Persian
Parade: 
Dr Rudy Rezazadeh & Dr Niki Shabnam
Rezazadeh.

BIBA 128th Theme   
Linking UK-US Businesses through New York
Persian Parade 

�What could we learn from US businesses? As
over-whelming majorities of World Brands are
from US we can learn how to promote our
positive image.

�Marketing..Hollywood.. the most influential
World Marketing organistion

Founding members of New York
Persian Parade, Dr Rudy Rezazadeh,
& Dr Niki Shabnam Rezazadeh
explained at BIBA 128th :    
�What is New York Persian Parade   
�Initial problems faced  at the beginning   
�Obtaining necessary Permits & licences   
�Getting a dream off the ground   
�How it can help with linking UK-US
businesses   

BIBA 128th Q & A
�How do you envisage improving NYPP?   
�How do you envisage expanding outside
USA to make NYPP an International event?   
�How can NYPP help linking UK-US
businesses?   
�Question of which Iranian flag to represent
NYPP Nowruz Celebration.   

Why BIBA is so supportive of NYPP?
In everyday life we are usually faced with two
kinds of projects:  
��Business Projects    ��Social Projects   
Business Project success is measured in

financial profitability, while Social Project
success is measure in "Quality of Life"
improvements. 
� Despite all difficulties and against all odds,
NYPP has been a very successful Social Project.
It cannot be emphasised enough that how
crucial it is to ensure that a project becomes a
success. Regardless how good an idea is unless
it becomes a success, it will wither away. 

Nine years of NYPP is a major success and
achievement.  

Ever since the time of Ardeshir Zahedi as
the Shah's Foreign Minister in the 1960s
and Hushang Ansary the Iranian

Ambassador to the US in 1970s, there have been
numerous efforts to promote, inform and
popularise Iranian contemporary culture in the
US.
While there has been some positive news about

Iranians, particularly the success of the British-
Iranians and American-Iranians, nevertheless in
the last thirty three years negative and
depressing news has dominated the Iranian
social agendas. Therefore NY Persian Parade
plays an important role in inspiring American-
Iranians, in addition to presenting a positive
image.
NY Persian Parade has succeeded where others
have failed.

Intellectual Edge of NYPP 
Nowruz has been the most important date in

the Iranian calendar for the past 3000 years. At
the time when US-Iran  animosity is peaking to
new heights, celebrating Nowruz on Madison
Ave, New York must be the most significant
Nowruz celebration with New York as good as
branding as one could get.

Breaking Taboo in New York 

The New Yorkers' response to New York
Persian Parade has been warm and
accommodating with no grudges. While

the recent Iranian history is mostly pre-
occupied by holding never-ending grudges, the
New Yorkers have shown that they can forget
animosities, forgive and instead concentrate on
the positive aspects of life  celebrating the spirit
of Nowruz.

Social Entrepreneurs 
BIBA is celebrating Founding and Board
members of New York Persian Parade as
“Social Entrepreneurs" 

��We know what an entrepreneur is; however
the title is mainly associated with business
community.   
��Big Society.....with all Government cut-backs,
we are encouraged to take a bigger role in social
projects.   
��People who undertake these projects face the
similar failure risk as people who undertake
business projects.   
��We needn't all be Business or Financial
Entrepreneurs, we can be Social Entrepreneurs.  

Comparing Business and Social projects
The engine of economy is the business
community and 80% of the economy is made
of small-medium size businesses. Small

businesses and start-ups are the R&D* of the
economy.                                                                 
*(Research & Development)
Social projects are necessary to improve quality
of life. As an example NYPP is a social project
that is mainly concerned with improving
quality of life by promoting and popularising
Iranian celebration “Nowruz”.
When Comparing "Similarities between
Business and Social Projects”
��Start-up of any Business or Social Project has
almost similar obstacles and difficulties   
��Success-rate is very similar   
��Both require similar disciplines for success   
��Objectives are very similar: Achieving success   
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